[GoldenxChild1] wrote:
I hang upon everything you advise, perhaps it is unwise to put such trust in someone.

[xlnt] wrote:
I would say so, and I even think the HP's would agree on that.
What if a HP suddenly became mad and would start telling you mad things? How do you know if someone is mad or not?
Or correct on all things for that matter.

If anyone would say: "follow me!", that person would be an idiot for saying so,
and you would be an idiot if you went along with it.
That's a general rule I have in life, as you have the light within Yourself.

Listening is one thing, but blindly following is something else.

Be yourself. Always. This is to my knowledge at least, a key factor of being a Spiritual Satanist.

I am not "someone". If one equates everyone to someone, it means that one's mental faculty is not working.

In this place, be it by the Gods or others, we have not been coerced, mindwashed since infancy, we are here by free will, and I would like to think, after careful evaluation.

To heal and advance as humans we have to have active judgement. I want those who have made their judgement to get what they get from me, but the value of the heart is worth way more. The two combined, is the most precious thing to receive.

However, cowardice, lack of loyalty, being a passionless cuck, is commonly adopted by individuals to pretend this is the above state of supreme active
judgement.

While oftentimes it is a recoil reaction out of fear lil Jesus will creep from the corner to use the apparatus to steal your free will like he once did or something.

This knee-jerk reaction that every time feelings or trust are expressed this is some sort of cult is because most modern people are enslaved cucks without emotions. While they were in the real cults, they had the real issues.

To compensate for this fear, they try to pretend it's all based on some impartial grand judgement. If this was based on judgement, we should have a just approach.

Meanwhile, as kikes will celebrate their Rabbis they will lament, follow, give and take bullets, thank the higher levels that gave these to them, seek to advance to the maximum etc.

They carry the coffin of their least stupid ones around like a sacrament, and the Goy is busy always being severely critical in the PTSD the jews cause to it.

Goy Gentile sits cucked on a corner always feeling with a scrawny neck someone might be so bad, and how every person that ever showed up here, was out to get their soul.

Like emotional inceldom based on crying, disrespect and disbelief in "advance" over a hypothetical scenario where a woman has hurt them, they are unable to love and devote today and now.

Reasoning is made around this, that "women will play you anyway", "they are all the same", etc etc. Disallowing inner treatment, and actual active judging to take place, one is always safe in complete mistrust.

This is not original thinking or individuality, it is a malfunction of one's trust system and one's emotions, commonly taken for a divine "individual self" and manifesting itself as a constant neurotic reaction anytime anyone shows feelings.

This is like saying you cannot love your cat because it will die one day. If one went mad, then this falls under logic and does not discredit the reality where this is not present.

Additionally, if I said some extremely powerful knowledge, then I would be mad this very day.
What you refer to here is not individual thinking, it is mostly justifying nonsense on a hyperbole that is not even happening or would happen in the future.

Learn to love and appreciate, and if not me, then something else. Our world being full of mistrust has made humanity neurotic. And do not sell out faith short before something actually happens.

Power and devotion comes from unyielding power placed on a correct and true thing.

As about this bogus 2023 thing that everyone is such a God and their own best judge, this is based on present day isolated somnambulism as well, built on the greater notions of disconnectedness, disrespect, oversized egos, and mass delusions of eternal knowledge.

We need to learn to show reverence and positive qualities, to express these and find them inside us, not withdraw from these qualities we seek. I live to see the day where mutual appreciation will be the case, based on true self and outside knowledge.

Currently, we are on the garbage state of consciousness where the pain from being conned in Xianity and how this made people recoil has people on this "muh self" state, which is half the factual Truth of reality. Based on nothing, the self is elevated.

One thought for themselves for the first time, or they likely would not be here. Great and all, but now one must look forward in fixing that self.

When these two forces of self and others are balanced and united, we understand. We must revere those before and those after.

Unfailing loyalty, the ability to love, passion, reverence, bravery, these are the values that matter most. These prove one to one's self for real.

Pencil neck critical bullshit on zero knowledge of 2023 is always tiring to me, and not a jolly meal.

Lastly, those who will go to the Gods are not those who will follow the coward path which tries to justify itself as a distance or "skepticism", that is the mental masturbation of the last two centuries, and is not based on real individual thought, but rather emotional weakness and inner distance and fear of life.

As humans we have to play our roles. Those who execute the role for the Gods
will reach the attainment, despite of the given parameters. The fake thoughtful cuck will find the ways of the higher domains closed, always "skeptical", while the healed soul who will go up despite of fear of "what could be" will reach the reward.

It takes courage to do this. The safest thing you can do is believe in nothing in life. Then you will realise you are internally broke. Almost as if you believed in something fake.

We must hold no reservation in our expressions of love, bravery, comradeship, and support, because we will lose our souls to our so-called "minds". I do not have time to question you all all day, after all the obvious proof, where I see everyone growing and fighting everyday.

Fake logical thoughts which are based on fear will not enter my mind.

I will believe in blind and never ending faith in everyone who is a Satanist. Nothing can keep me away from this. To say this robs our ability to think is a lie, because it is after forethought one might give their heart and soul. And it is based on the same love and forethought another throws their heart to love them too.

Free from the fear of failure and free from the fear of what negativity might cause, not because of ignorance, but because we rose above it, this is who we are on our higher states.

Be wary of those who tell you not to believe, and also might as well be wary if someone forces you to believe. Would be better to stay in the middle, rather than the constant negative approach.

We have not made some shit theory in our world where disbelievers are taken negatively, even if the state of disbelief robs us of so much.

To be clear, I am on the side of the BELIEVERS.

To the "forever critical" good luck to these...
Reply from [Dahaarkan]:

In my opinion, blind faith and disloyalty are twin poisons, and one precedes the next. As with all things a balance is required, for if one is forever disloyal for the sake of being disloyal, one has abandoned reason in the same way someone who will follow blindly has replaced logic with faith.

It is important to question. It is important to doubt. What some forget is that it's also important to question and doubt oneself, and one's understanding of things. When you've blind faith, it is a slippery slope, for it is easy to become disillusioned, and disillusionment is the predecessor to disloyalty. But when you've no faith in anything or anybody, and reject any form of guidance or leadership just for the sake of it, you are lost regardless.

This is something I learned in my early years as SS when I doubted the gods to the point of total disloyalty to them. The reason is because I had reached conclusions about them which were not accurate, and it's only by questioning and doubting MYSELF, that I realized my perception of events was incomplete, and I simply did not hold all the facts to have a clear understanding of things.

I think a lot of people have a bad habit of questioning everything outward, but rarely if ever question themselves. It is important to do this both inward and outward. It is by doing so that one will sometimes realize that one's disloyalty is as irrational as a xian's totally blind faith.